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In 28 European countries, removing personal data from the Internet is as simple as filling out a
form online by anyone claiming a ‘right to be forgotten’. Most decisions regarding data removal
are left to companies who operate search engines like Google and Microsoft, with little judicial
involvement beyond the appeals process. I analyze how removal of information from Internet
search results may negatively affect historical accuracy, free speech and the public interest. I will
argue that the European courts should have more involvement, and I propose alternative ways to
implement the right to be forgotten that will be less overreaching than current policies. These
suggestions aim to decrease the current number of data removal cases to provide a more
manageable caseload for European courts to handle, and lessen the role played by companies such
as Google in deciding whether or not to erase search engine results online.
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Section I
Introduction: The Right to be Forgotten

The demand for a forgetful or forgiving internet is at an all-time high as more and more
internet users are becoming painfully aware of the permanency of online data. Information on the
internet is instantaneously accessible and rarely succumbs to natural erosion over time. One’s
reputation can be permanently tarnished by the most trivial social post or video link with a catchy
hashtag and the click of a button. Despite the advancement of online privacy legislation such as
the international Child Online Protection Initiative or the U.S. Children’s Online Privacy
Protection Act, young internet users can still disseminate information about themselves and others
that could permanently affect their adult reputations. Similarly, with one online mistake or
inconsequential third-party publication a person’s professional and social reputation could be
destroyed altogether.
The issue of the right to be forgotten (RTBF) was brought up to the Spanish Data Protection
Agency (AEPD) in 2010 by Mr. Costeja González. González contended that, if an internet user
entered his full name using the Google Inc. search engine (‘Google Search’), the list of results
displayed links to two pages on La Vanguardia’s online newspaper.1 These links connected
internet users to articles regarding González’s house repossession and mention his past debts from
1998 (more than a decade prior). González filed a complaint against the newspaper and the Google
search engine for the removal of this data.
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Case C-131/12, Google Spain SL v. Agencia Española de Protección de Datos (May 13, 2014),
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=152065&doclang=EN [http://perma.cc/ED5LDZRK].
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Upon review of González’s prior claim, the AEPD noted that the information displayed by
the newspaper articles were obtained and published legally; thus, the Agency ruled in La
Vanguardia’s favor. However, with regards to González’s claim against Google Inc., the Spanish
court referred a series of questions to the European Court of Justice.
Gonzalez claimed that “Google Spain or Google Inc. [should] remove or conceal the
personal data relating to him so that the data no longer appeared in the search results and in the
links to La Vanguardia.”2 The European Court of Justice used the 1995 EU Data Protection
Directive 95/46/EC to determine its ruling on Gonzalez’s claim. This law pertains to “the
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement
of such data.”3 Additionally, this Directive explicates key terms related to data protection, two of
which were significant to the final decision in this case – “data processors” and “data controllers.”4
Based on the EU Data Protection Directive, a data processor is “a natural or legal person,
public authority, agency or any other body which processes personal data on behalf of the
controller ” while a data controller is a “natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any
other body which alone or jointly with others determines the purposes and means of the processing
of personal data; where the purposes and means of processing are determined by national or
Community laws or regulations, the controller or the specific criteria for his nomination may be
designated by national or Community law.” Upon review of Gonzalez’s claim, the European Court
decided that due to the role and subsequent duties of search engines, online data operators such as
Google Inc. and Bing-Microsoft Corp. fit the criteria of “processors” and ultimately “controllers”
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Court of Justice of the European Union PRESS RELEASE No 70/14 Luxembourg, 13 May 2014
European Union, Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the Protection of
Individuals with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of Such Data, 24 October
1995, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/3ddcc1c74.html
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of personal data online by those definitions set forth in the 1995 Data Protection Directive
95/46/EC of the European Parliament.5
The Court held that if a removal request by a data subject is compatible with the EU
Directive, then search engines are obliged to remove links to web pages displayed in search results.
“Even lawful processing of accurate data may, [over] the course of time, become inadequate,
irrelevant, outdated, or excessive in relation to the purposes for which they were processed and in
the light of the time that has elapsed.”6 The courts further claimed that Google is not required to
remove those results if there is an overriding public interest to keep such information in search
result listings.7
The dire need for information regulation on the internet has facilitated a rapid expansion
of the right to be forgotten across Europe. Soon after the Mario Costeja González v AEPD court
ruling in 2014, all European Union (EU) member countries have enacted some version of the right
to be forgotten to their national regulations; this includes France, Germany, the Netherlands, Italy
and the United Kingdom.8 Additionally, due to this heightened demand for more in-depth data
protection legislation, the 1995 EU Directive 95/46/EC (DPA) has been amended to the new
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which is set to replace the previous Directive on May
25, 2018. “Like the DPA, the GDPR applies to ‘personal data’. However, the GDPR [has] more
detailed [definitions] and makes it clear that information such as an online identifier – e.g. an IP
address – can be personal data. The more expansive definition provides for a wide range of
personal identifiers to constitute personal data, reflecting changes in technology and the way
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Case C‑131/12, supra 1.
Court of Justice of the European Union PRESS RELEASE, supra 2.
7
At Para 97, Case C-131/12, supra 1.
8
Roessler, Boris [the author of this online article is Daphne Keller. Who is Boris Roessler?]. "The New, Worse
'Right to Be Forgotten'" POLITICO. EPA, 27 Jan. 2016. Web. 04 Mar. 2016.
6
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organizations collect information about people.”9 Article 17 of the GDPR is the first official EU
Directive addressing the right to be forgotten after the notable Gonzalez vs. AEPD case in 2014.
In compliance with the new role of the data controller established by this ruling, Google
has posted a link removal request form which internet users may fill out and submit for approval
by a newly assembled team dedicated to upholding the Principles of RTBF and overall data
protection. Courts and the public demand that search engines be transparent about their decisions
for data link removal while courts demand that search engines preserve the data subjects’ privacy.
To maintain the data subject’s privacy, Google link-removal forms are not disclosed to the
public, especially via the internet, since publication of these forms would primarily defeat the
purpose of the link removal request. Likewise, to sustain transparency, Google began notifying
publishers when it de-indexe[d]… links under the controversial ‘Right to Be Forgotten’ (RTBF).
However, this often triggered a republication of the story by the notified media outlet or a page
that indicated what URLs were removed from the search index.10 For instance, on June 25, 2015
BBC Online Internet Blog posted an article entitled List of BBC web pages which have been
removed from Google's search results. This article disclosed an extensive list of links to BBC
articles that were delinked from Google search engines since May 2014.11
In all, it is nearly impossible for a search engine to simultaneously satisfy transparency
demands of the public and privacy demands of the courts. This issue prompted the Article 29 Data
Protection Working Party to publish guidelines outlining the proper implementation of the right to
be forgotten. The Working Party clarified that “Search engine managers should not, as a general
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"Overview of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)." Home. Information Commissioner's Office, n.d.
Web. 25 Sept. 2016
10
Sterling, Greg. "Media Companies Republishing Google." Search Engine Land. N.p., 17 Oct. 2014. Web. 12 Jan.
2016.
11
McIntosh, Neal. BBC Blog Internet. BBC News, 25 June 2015. Web
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practice inform the webmasters [in effect—Publishers] of the pages affected by de-listing of the
fact that some webpages cannot be accessed from the search engine in response to specific queries.
Such a communication has no legal basis under EU data protection law.”12 Moreover, “even when
(continued) publication by the original publishers is lawful, the universal diffusion and
accessibility of that information by a search engine, together with other data related to the same
individual, can be unlawful due to the disproportionate impact on privacy.”13
Despite the Working Party’s guidelines, David Jordan, head of editorial policy for BBC
News confirmed that BBC would continue to post removed links, since "it's impossible to have a
meaningful debate [about link-removal] if you've not got an idea about what's being de-listed.”
Jordan further explains that these publications do not “make [the stories] more findable for
anybody looking for a name… [instead it gives] a sense and a flavor of what kind of material is
being delisted."14
If Google complies with the Working Party’s suggestions, publishers may not be kept in
the loop on what links are being removed from search results. This could make keeping track of
Google’s RTBF compliance much more difficult. There is a persistent need for transparency
regarding link removal by Google, a need often manifested for different reasons. Some internet
users demand transparency to ensure Google is upholding the principles of RTBF, while others
want to be kept abreast as to what information Google considers worthy of de-linking. Could one
ask for a link to be removed for as insignificant a reason as simply that one finds an old photograph
of oneself unflattering? Certainly, this piece of personal data could be classified as outdated and/or
irrelevant.

12

Art. 29 WP 14/EN.WP 225. Guidelines on the Implementation of the Court of Justice of the European Union
Judgment on Case C-131/12. Nov. 2014. Web.
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Lee, Dave. "BBC Forgotten List 'sets Precedent'" BBC News. N.p., 26 June 2015. Web.
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Google published an RTBF Transparency Report to establish a semblance of transparency
for the delinking process. Based on Google’s Report, examples of removal requests include: an
individual who was convicted of a serious crime in the last five years but whose conviction was
quashed on appeal; this individual requested that an article covering the incident be removed.15
Similarly, a woman requested that a decades-old article about her husband’s murder, which
included her name, be removed. Also, a political activist who was stabbed at a protest asked that
the article link reporting the incident be removed.16 These requests were all approved for removal
upon review of the Google Removal Request Forms. Once submitted, these requests joined about
1,500 other requests that Google receives daily. 17 These forms are then reviewed by Google’s
link-removal team, who take it upon themselves to approve or deny requests according to the new
and arguably loose guidelines set forth by the Working Party.
Upon assuming the role of “controller” search engines such as Google are required to make
tough judgment calls where they must weigh an individual’s right to privacy and the public’s right
to access information. In an attempt to establish transparency and demonstrate compliance with
the Gonzalez court ruling, Google assembled an expert advisory committee to advise it on
balancing one’s right to privacy and the internet user’s freedom to access information.18 However,
with the large influx of request forms flooding Google’s RTBF committee, the proper application
of both the advisory board’s and the European Court’s link-removal guidelines are largely
unknown. Once link-removal requests are approved, the links are eliminated from Google search
engine results with minimal checks or balances. In fact, Google’s transparency report tells the
"How Individual Privacy Impacts Search." European Privacy in Search – Transparency Report – Google. Google
Inc., n.d. Web. 8 Jan. 2016. https://www.google.com/transparencyreport/removals/europeprivacy/?hl=en
16
Id.
17
Gilbert, David. "Google Rejects 70% of 250,000 Removal Requests." International Business Times RSS. IBTimes
Co, 13 May 2015. Web. 07 Jan. 2016.
18
"Report of the Advisory Committee to Google on the Right to Be Forgotten." Google Docs - Advisory Council.
Google Inc.
15
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public very little about how efficiently RTBF principles are being applied. The report does,
however, mention the total number of URLs that Google has evaluated for removal— about
1,491,197 URLs. Thus far, just under half of those URLs have been removed – specifically−
541,510 links.19
Based on these results it is clear that there are several instances, in which link removal
requests are denied after Google’s team has had the chance to weigh the data subject’s right to
privacy against the public interest. For instance, a high ranking public official asked for recent
articles discussing an old criminal conviction (several decades prior) to be removed. Similarly, a
doctor requested the erasure of more than 50 links to newspaper articles about a botched procedure.
The Article 29 Working Party loosely addresses these instances by stating that, “the interest of the
public will be significantly greater if the data subject plays a role in public life”; Google decided
that both the “public official” and the “doctor” did indeed play significant roles in public life and
in the end denied their requests for removal. Of course, if either the public official or doctor felt
their requests were reasonable and should not have been denied, they could report Google’s denial
to the appropriate privacy supervisory authorities, which may launch an investigation. If this report
does not satisfy the data subject, he or she may appeal Google’s denial in court. But many critics
of the right to be forgotten find that limiting court involvement to the appeals process of online
data removal may not be enough to produce ethical and unbiased decisions on what information
should be “forgotten” and what data should remain. Quintessentially, Google’s data removal team
makes decisions that the general public would more than likely entrust to a court of justice. “Some
of the world’s most expert academics claim that Google has not been transparent enough in how

19

European Privacy in Search – Transparency Report – Google, supra note15.
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it is responding to requests for delisting, and 80 academics from around the world have written to
the corporation demanding more transparency about its processes.”20
However, some argue that Google is not opposed to transparency and the company has
produced several sufficient transparency reports in the past. As an eminent online presence, Google
plays a key role in the enforcement of online copyright laws. Google’s Copyright Transparency
Report shows how the company enforces those laws and consists of several in-depth elements.
There is a section conveying those websites affected by copyright implementation, the Status of
URLs, the number of URLs removed and an all-encompassing button entitled “explore the data”
which gives an internet user the ability to see where Google’s Copyright data comes from. The
information provided by copyright owners and their representatives when they submit copyright
removal requests are revealed in this report. All tables are sorted in descending order by total
number of URLs requested to be removed. There are 91,378 pages of data for online Copyright
owners, 921,080 pages of data for Copyrighted domains and 81,836 pages of data for copyright
reporting organizations – all of which are available for an internet user’s review. Not to mention
there are copyright implementation request trends over time, as well as examples and information
regarding the process of Google’s role in copyright legislation implementation.
On the other hand, Google’s RTBF Transparency Report consists of four elements: 1) a
paragraph on the Google Spain v AEPD and Mario Costeja González ruling, 2) URL removal
request totals, 3) 23 examples of (vague and anonymized) requests Google has encountered and 4)
10 websites that were most impacted by link-removal request approval.

20

Kiss, Jemima. "Dear Google: Open Letter from 80 Academics on 'right to Be Forgotten'" The Guardian. Guardian
News and Media, 14 May 2015. Web. 21 Feb. 2016.
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Beyond the sheer difference in length and reflective content between Google’s “Copyright
Transparency Reports” and Google’s “Data Link Removal Transparency Reports”21, there is the
fact that there are extensive court cases and regulations that set the precedence for all copyright
enforcement decisions made by search engines. These precedents guide Google’s Copyright
Infringement team in the application of copyright laws that have already been established. On the
other hand, Google’s process for deciding what personal data can and cannot be removed from
search engine results is shrouded in mystery. Even with guidelines from a qualified advisory board
or the nondescript criteria set forth by the European judicial system, it is unreasonable to put the
burden of setting precedents and making legal decisions on the shoulders of anonymous employees
at Google Inc. or Microsoft Corp.
Such decisions need more thought than automation. There should be court precedents for
data removal that contribute to a more deliberative process than Google’s minimalist approach to
transparency reporting. I will argue that to avoid this problem the European courts should have
more involvement in the decision for removal and maintenance of online data. Currently, there are
several concerns regarding the process in place for personal data removal controlled by search
engines. In this paper I will analyze how removal of information from internet search results may
negatively affect historical accuracy, free speech and the public interest. There are alternative
methods to implementing the right to be forgotten that will be less overreaching than current
policies. I intend to explore some of these options which may decrease the number of data removal
cases currently being processed, while providing a more manageable caseload for European courts
to handle. This will lessen the role of large companies (i.e. Yahoo!, Microsoft Corp., etc.) who
fulfill the role of online data “controller” while increasing court involvement.

21

"Copyright Transparency Report – Google." Transparency Report – Google. Google Inc., n.d. Web. 02 Jan. 2016.
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Section II
Why Google became controller
As defined by the Directive and mentioned in Chapter 1, a data controller “shall mean the
natural or legal person, public authority, agency or any other body which alone or jointly with
others determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data.”22 Based on this
definition, both publishers and courts could easily fit this role, so why did the courts choose search
engines as the main data controller?
Establishing courts as the sole online data controller would not suffice. First and foremost,
having the courts as data controllers would largely deteriorate RTBF’s jurisdictional scope. There
are non-EU member courts systems that do not recognize the right to be forgotten, thus citizens
outside of the EU do not have to abide by EU regulations as they surf the web in the safety of their
own countries. For instance, a publisher from the United States can post personal data about an
individual in France, against that individual’s wishes. Since that publisher is protected by
considerable free speech laws in force within the United States, there may be little the data subject
could do to remedy the issue. If courts were sole controllers, the scope of the right to be forgotten
would be limited to only publishers within the European region and perhaps just those nations
within the European Union. Such a limited jurisdictional scope could render this law
inconsequential in the face of international publishers and opposing legal systems.
The EU court decision in Gonzalez vs. Google Spain 2014 was meant to automate the
delinking process of outdated, irrelevant or excessive personal information for any European
citizens who may need a fresh start. The goal was efficiency and convenience. As the internet

22

Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of
individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data. Official Journal
L 281, 23/11/1995 P. 0031 – 0050. Art. 2 section (d).
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evolves, the right to be forgotten must move right along with it, otherwise the legislation will
become obsolete. Imagine the sheer number of (about 1,500) removal requests Google processes
and handles per day; the Courts certainly do not have the resources to achieve a turnover of that
magnitude. For instance, in 2011 the European Court of Justice “completed six hundred and thirtyeight cases, its largest number to date and twelve percent more than in 2007; but it has a backlog
of eight hundred and forty-nine cases pending, or [to put in other terms] fifteen percent more
[backlogged cases] than four years earlier.”23 Additionally in just one year the European court of
Justice handles only 638 cases and they still have nearly 850 cases pending. Thus it would be
impossible for the European Court of Justice to take on 1,500 cases per day.
Arguably, higher courts such as the European Court of Justice may not be the most accurate
representation of judicial performance or efficiency, especially with regards to a demanding role
like the data controller. In fact, one may argue a true depiction of judicial performance and
potential is within the lower courts, which are quite numerous within each European country and
could perhaps easily address the influx of daily link removal requests that come with the role of
data controller. For example, Italy has the second highest number of courts in the EU (1,231 first
instance courts of general jurisdiction (CEPEJ, 2012)) and traditionally low court fees.24 Based on
the argument above, Italy could easily tackle the yearly flow of link removal requests
singlehandedly, if each court took one or two requests per day.
But numbers aren’t everything; based on the International Monetary Fund Report of
February 2014, “a combination of a large number of courts and low court fees has been a source

23

Flamini, Roland. "Judicial Reach: The Ever-Expanding European Court of Justice." World Affairs Journal. World
Affairs Institute, Nov.-Dec. 2012. Web. 02 Jan. 2016.
24
The share of court fees in supporting court expenditure ranked Italy in the bottom 6 countries of Council of
Europe states in 2012 (OECD 2013:110, MoJ 2012).
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of inefficiency.” “Another source of inefficiency is the large number of pending cases in courts”25
which may vary per country and even by court level. Not every Member State’s lower court system
may be prepared to handle its personal share of link removal requests. Spreading the role of
controller across Europe’s lower court systems only works if link removal requests are spread
relatively equally amongst all European countries and all those countries are equipped to process
them accordingly. Otherwise, the link requests will be distributed unevenly, resulting in a handful
of countries being saddled with the most removal requests. And then, who is to say those unlucky
countries would be equipped to handle this uneven influx of requests? For this reason, a court of
justice could not singlehandedly maintain the high demands of time-effectiveness that comes with
the responsibility of being a controller of online personal data.
Additionally, a court of justice must establish definitive transparency in court proceedings
which may result in the Streisand effect, "whereby an attempt to suppress a disclosed item of
information only draws more attention to it."26 The nomenclature of this “effect” was developed
by Wikimedia France in 2003 in reference to the famous American entertainer, Barbra Streisand.
In 2003, Streisand “sued the California Coastal Records Project, which maintains an online
photographic archive of almost the entire California coastline, on the grounds that its pictures
included shots of her cliffside Malibu mansion, and thus invaded her privacy.” 27 However, this
legal action backfired and instead of helping Streisand protect her privacy, the pictures became an
item of public interest and were spread throughout the internet. Thus, this phenomenon regarding

25

Esposito, Gialuca et al. IMF.org. Working paper no. WP/14/32. European and Legal Departments. International
Monetary Fund, Feb. 2014.
26
David E. Pozen, The Leaky Leviathan: Why the Government Condemns and Condones Unlawful Disclosures of
Information, 127 Harv L Rev 512, 558 n 241 (2013), citing What Is the Streisand Effect? (The Economist, Apr 15,
2013), archived at http://perma.cc/6TDU-ZBFW.
27
"What Is the Streisand Effect?" The Economist. The Economist Newspaper, 15 Apr. 2013. Web. 10 Dec. 2016.
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one’s attempt to hide information (especially online), but in which only results in the emphasis of
that information, became known as the “Streisand effect”.
It should, however, be noted that in many European countries (i.e. United Kingdom, franc
and Spain) anonymization of court records is a common practice. In fact, directly on the online
database f EU court judgements, which are available to the public, there is a notice which states,
“The published judgments and other court decisions are redacted pursuant to the internal rule on
anonymization for protection of personal data of the parties involved.”28 Still, there are instances
in which the court case and/or ruling becomes so unforeseeably newsworthy that the identity of
those involved may be covertly leaked by the someone (oftentimes the media plays a hand in this
method) or deliberately released by the court.
The latter was the case with Gonzalez, which lent a hand to Mario Costeja González
“Streisanding” himself. With massive international coverage of the case— the Guardian
[newspaper] counted 840 articles in the world’s largest media outlets on a single day— his name
was now indelibly associated across the globe with the very incident that he wished to erase.”29
Similarly, those data subjects requesting link removals may harbor more attention than they had
before their data removal requests. It could lead to removal request regret; Mario Gonzalez’s
twelve-year-old debt is enshrined for the public to access whenever anyone researches the Right
to be Forgotten. “In trying to restore his privacy, González made himself not merely a public figure
but a historic one. He would forever be remembered as the man who wished to be forgotten” 30.
Thus, beyond the lack of efficiency, data subjects may shy away from the idea of having Courts

28

"Court Judgments." Justice - EULEX Kosovo. N.p., n.d. Web. 10 Dec. 2016. http://www.eulexkosovo.eu/en/judgments/
29
Ash, Timothy Garton. Free Speech: Ten Principles for a Connected World (Kindle Locations 6761-6764). Yale
University Press. Kindle Edition. 24 May 2016.
30
Id.
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as data controllers simply because filing a link removal request could leave them worse off than
before. This hesitancy is part of the reason courts are not sole controllers of data online.
Yet, the question remains; why were publishers not enlisted as the controller of online
data? First, it is pertinent to understand the major differences in a search engine’s method of
“removing” online data, in comparison to a Publisher’s method. When search engines get a valid
link removal request, it in a sense “redacts” those links from their search results that connect to a
particular search term related to the data subject’s personal information. For example, once Mario
Gonzalez’s request was delinked via Google.sp, articles pertaining to his financial strife would not
come up in search results when Gonzalez’s personal information was searched. For instance, the
search “Mario Gonzalez” should not produce the two controversial La Vanguardia articles in
Google.sp search results. However, the search for “bankruptcy in 1998” could produce La
Vanguardia’s articles without contravening RTBF principles. In other words, search engine
delinking does not necessarily destroy information online, since the articles in question still exist
on a publisher’s website and can be accessed through several other search terms plugged into any
search engine. Nevertheless, delinking still makes it difficult to find information when searching
certain terms, even when that information may be closely associated with a particular topic or
person.
On the other hand, if La Vanguardia (a Publisher) were ordered by the courts to comply
with Gonzalez’s data removal request, the newspaper has two choices: 1) remove/redact the
articles or information relating to Gonzalez directly from its website, or 2) use robot.txt to control
crawling for Googlebot and other search engine crawlers on those particular webpages pertaining
to Gonzalez. The prior choice is considered data destruction31, an extreme form of censorship,

31

Rouse, Margaret, and Kim Hefner. "What Is Data Destruction? - Definition from WhatIs.com." SearchStorage.
TechTarget, Aug. 2013. Web.
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which has several historical and free speech implications. The courts should not demand that
legally posted information regarding a data subject be removed for the sole purpose of protecting
the subject’s reputation; such a demand is a clear affront to a Publisher’s freedom of expression.
Yet, there is the latter solution. A Publisher could, in effect, “remove” links to search
engines with the use of robot.txt. “The robots exclusion protocol (REP), or robots.txt, is a ‘text
file’ webmasters create to instruct robots (typically search engine robots) on how to crawl and
index pages on their website.”32 This text file can convey several commands to a web crawler
when it tries to process data about a website. Some of the general commands are as follows: 1) a
Publisher may “block all web crawlers from all content”, which will stop all web crawlers from
indexing a publisher’s website or webpage; 2) “Block a specific web crawler from a specific
folder”; which will stop a specified web crawler (i.e. GoogleBot) from crawling or indexing a
website/webpage; 3) Set a “Sitemap Parameter”; this command sets specified parameters of what
a web crawler has access to within a website.33
Hypothetically, if La Vanguardia were to use robot.txt to fulfill the demands of RTBF, it
would have to deny access to those webpages that have information pertaining to Mario Gonzalez
from a search engine’s web crawler. In effect, the use of robot.txt is quite similar to delinking via
a search engine, as it does not destroy the article or render it completely inaccessible to internet
users. Nevertheless, there is one glaring difference; using robot.txt stops an article from being
indexed even when it should be. Once a web crawler is disallowed from accessing a webpage or
website, all the information on those pages are not indexed, even information that does not concern
a data subject. Thus, robot.txt overreaches far beyond the demands of RTBF principles. In other
words, it wouldn’t make a difference if an internet user searches “Mario Gonzalez” or “bankruptcy

32
33

Moz Inc. "What Is Robots.txt?" Robots.txt and Meta Robots - SEO Best Practices. N.p., n.d. Web. 20 Oct. 2016.
Id.
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in 1998” via Google.sp; both searches would not yield the La Vanguardia articles pertaining to
Mr. Gonzalez. This is bad for everyone except Gonzalez; search engines, become less accurate,
publishers suffer a decrease in viewership and the public loses access to information that should
not have restrictions on it. Given these complications, many citizens do not approve of Publishers
as a sole data controller since censorship would be far more severe, in comparison to search engine
delinking.
Still, despite its possibly overzealous methods, some people still find the concept of
publishers as data controller an attractive idea. After all, each removal request can be traced to a
publisher and publishers certainly have the numbers and resources to process link removal requests
just as efficiently and discretely as search engines could. Some may argue that the advantage in
Publisher numbers could make processing requests even more efficient than current processing
under search engines. It may be easier for each website to have a form that allows data subjects to
privately contact Publishers so they may plead their cases for personal data to be updated, redacted,
removed or pseudonymised as they see fit.
However, the sheer number of Publishers may cause more problems than it solves. The
share feature on social media websites multiplies the amount of Publishers associated with a single
post. This would make it difficult for a data subject to trace every share or republication for a post.
Even if one could track down every publisher to ensure they removed necessary posts pertaining
to a data subject’s personal information, the time and resources it would take to do so could be
insurmountable. Additionally, as mentioned earlier with courts as data controllers, there are
publishers who could be beyond the jurisdictional scope of EU’s RTBF’s regulations. If one could
track down these publishers, who is to say there is even a possibility of judicial recourse? Thus, in
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the hands of either publishers or courts, RTBF is rendered insignificant among internet users on a
global scale.
Upon review of both choices, neither a court of justice nor a publisher would be sufficient
stand-alone online data controllers. This leaves search engines as the next best choice, as they can
maintain a timely rate for removal request turnover while delinking —not removing— the articles
or posts containing someone’s personal data. In effect, delinking is arguably the burial of online
data not the destruction of it. In other words, by granting search engines the title of online data
controller, the information online does not have to be removed completely as would be the case
with publishers. Instead, while delinking makes it more difficult to access online personal data,
the information itself remains online for those persistent enough to find it. Thus, there is a chance
one could access the delinked data directly on a publisher’s website. With search engines at the
wheel of data link management, publishers are not being asked to remove their published data nor
are they being asked to refrain from posting information. Thus, de-indexing could be seen as more
of a mild form of censorship that leaves the freedom of expression intact, which makes search
engines an even more attractive choice for data controller.
With regards to jurisdiction, the European Union had preliminary doubts about Google’s
ability to maintain a reasonable jurisdictional scope for RTBF. The EU feared that European
internet users could easily circumvent the RTBF restrictions by simply using an international
domain of an existing search engine. For example, Google.sp (Google Spain) may not yield certain
de-indexed results due to RTBF restrictions. Still, an internet user from Spain could use the United
States’ Google.com search engine which would reveal all links in its search results, including those
de-indexed in Spain. This oversight prompted several European countries (France being amongst
the most vocal) to demand that search engines apply RTBF de-indexing regulations across all their
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domains. A year after the RTBF ruling, “France's Commission Nationale de l'Informatique et des
Libertes (CNIL) ordered Google to remove search results upon request from all its global domains,
including those in the U.S.”34 This request was met with firm opposition on the American front by
many people. “[T]he First Amendment [in the United States] really… prevent[s] this kind of
widespread unpublishing of data,” says Danny O’Brien, international director at the Electronic
Frontier Foundation.”35
In fact, there have been several U.S. court cases that consider search engine results as
protected speech. For instance, Search King, Inc. v. Google Technology, Inc. concluded that
Google’s rankings of pages were “subjective result[s]” which means they are “constitutionally
protected opinions” thus entitling search engines that utilize such speech to “full constitutional
protection.”36 Additionally, in the S. Louis Martin v Google, Inc. case the court ruled that in spite
of claims that Google “monopolizes the search-engine business, [causing] grievous harm to
CoastNews.com (a San Francisco-based web publication)” “search results [are] protected by the
First Amendment and could not be penalized.”37 Thus there is an argument to be made that these
demands to increase RTBF’s scope internationally would violate free speech rights, especially in
the U.S.
To have a foreign country like France make demands on a company founded and
established locally in the United States, and to compromise the inalienable free speech rights of
American citizens under a law they don’t even recognize and for the sole benefit of individuals in
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another country seems quite impractical. Nevertheless, Google Inc. established a compromise to
appease the concerns of EU officials. In 2015, Google Inc. began using geolocation technology to
prevent internet users in the EU member states from using foreign domain alternatives. “To give
an example, if someone named ‘Pierre Pepin’ in Paris ordered Google to remove search results
about him, no one in France could get those results—even if they used Google.com. Meanwhile,
people outside France could use Google.com to find those search links about Pierre.”38
RTBF critics point out that this new geo-location constraint propagates deliberate and
extensive restrictions to one’s right to access information within EU Member States. But Article
29 Data Protection Working Party’s initial decree still stands: “the rights of the data subject prevail,
as a general rule, over the economic interest of the search engine and that of internet users to have
access to the personal information through the search engine.”39 Thus despite the impact these new
geo-location restrictions haveon an individual’s access to information, privacy rights interests still
take priority. The diminished access to information through geolocation is thus outweighed by
privacy rights of individuals.
This is no secret. The courts are not denying the existence of these new restrictions to
information access; however, they are downplaying the implications of data delinking in an
attempt to harbor support for the right to be forgotten. David Drummond, the Chief Legal Officer
of Google Inc. describes the outcome of delinking as “a bit like saying the book can stay in the
library but cannot be included in the library's card catalogue”40− a quote several EU officials find
quite fitting.
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Of course strolling through a large library in search of a single book does not seem all that
daunting a task. The reality is, with or without a catalogue card, dealing with a physical library
shouldn’t be a problem. At the end of the day, a library wanderer still has some direction as to
what he needs; 1) there is a succinct and fixed number of published items in any given library, 2)
there are specific sections within a library: periodicals, non-fiction, philosophy etc. which serves
as a general navigational tool for any library-goer; and 3) there is a librarian on standby, ready to
offer direction to any helpless researcher or avid reader in need.
Compared to searching the internet, information overload is far less likely in a library.
People do not wander aimlessly through an infinite maze of information when walking the shelves
of a local library. In fact, conducting research online without a reliable search engine is far more
difficult than strolling physical shelves of books. For the average internet user, “seeking
information on the World Wide Web (WWW) closely resembles the work of a detective. To trace
relevant information, one has to ask the right questions, consult proper sources of information, and
creatively combine search outcomes”41 while using search engines. “In other words, efficiently
searching the [internet] involves considerable thinking, especially because the [internet] opens up
an inconceivable volume of frequently ill structured information.”42
Drummond’s comparison of Google search results to a library’s card catalogue, does not
truly capture the severity of the matter. This analogy is misrepresentative of the de-indexing
process. If library card catalogues and search engine results were so similar, then in parallel library
and online research scenarios, they would fulfill the same roles and if these “card catalogues” were
removed from the scenarios, there should be similar outcomes.
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Now imagine that a researcher walked into a library with only a topic in mind to research
and she didn’t have any particular knowledge of authors, titles or genres associated with the topic
in mind. Furthermore, this researcher was informed that the card-index for the library was being
reorganized so she could not access it that day. Nevertheless, even with this missing library cardindex, a researcher could still physically look through the shelves for a particular book that matches
the topic she wanted to research.
Now take this same scenario and transpose it in terms on online research. If this same
researcher did not have a publisher, title or specific database in mind, to visit a particular site, then
she would most likely type in what little she knew, in this case, the topic of what she wanted to
search into a search engine. Unfortunately, (for the sake of this hypothetical) all search engines
were down for maintenance that day. Armed with just a general topic in mind, how would this
researcher find more information and direction for what she was searching? Without this so called
online library card catalogue, the researcher would most likely hit a dead-end. There a general
guideline or organization to the help average internet users navigate through the information
available to them. Nor is there is no physical limit to the amount of books in which a researcher
can simply go through each link in search of the one that best fits her topic. Thus, I suggest that
data delinking should be considered more in terms of transport, not libraries.
Think of a publisher as an entity that loads and unloads data for transfer to internet users.
A publisher may use several railways or links to distribute its data directly to these users. Search
engines like Google have control over the use and categorization of these links. Once the links are
removed or blocked off, the publisher and its information are left in isolation. Granted, people
could arguably stumble across the publisher’s website akin to a person coming across an
abandoned train station, but that is an infrequent occurrence; ultimately de-indexing renders the
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station (i.e. the publisher and all pertaining information) useless. In effect, it is far more difficult
to access this information once the pathways to it are cut off.
Over time, data isolation such as this could harshly subdue a Publisher’s freedom of
expression and an internet user’s right to access information. As it stands, when one considers the
right to access information in the EU, one generally refers to an individual’s right to access public
records, i.e. information on government officials, criminal records, court cases, local regulations
etc. People look to Article 42 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights for guidance on the matter.
It states, “Any citizen of the Union, and any natural or legal person residing or having its registered
office in a Member State, has a right of access to documents of the institutions, bodies, offices and
agencies of the Union, whatever their medium.”43 To regard right to access information in this way
only narrows the scope of what information people have the right access and ultimately dubs the
Union as the sole provider of that information. Since this right to access information seems to only
apply to the Union and public State records, Google may withhold or restrict other information as
they so wish. This means that the deindexing of search results is not considered a violation of one's
right to access information.
However, the right to access information goes beyond public access to government
documents; in actuality, the right to access information is encompassed in the EU’s right to
freedom of expression which does emphasize the protecting of one’s access to information. The
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, Title II Freedoms, Article 11 Freedom of
Expression and Information states “everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right
shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without
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interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers.”

44

The freedom to “receive”

information is a reiteration of one’s right to access information, this legislation does not state that
this right to information is only for public records. Additionally, the scope to one’s right to freedom
of expression is quite broad. The EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online
and Offline states that “internet and digital technologies have expanded the possibilities of
individuals and media to exercise the right to freedom of expression and freely access online
information. ”45
However, there is a distinction between the right to easy/freely access information and
simply the right to access information. The State has a duty to facilitate easy accessibility to public
records for citizens; which means, restricting access to public records would violate citizens’ rights
to access such information. But of course this right is not without restrictions. Beyond public
record, the State does not have a duty to facilitate easy access to the speech of others. Therefore,
State restriction of access to another’s free speech is allowable under freedom of expression
regulations.
It should be noted, however, that, if the State does decide to restrict existing easy access to
protected speech, (such as the convenient access to information online) and even if access to the
speech is not absolutely eliminated this restriction is considered an overall restriction of free
speech. This being said, restrictions to speech access must be done under only certain
circumstances. Any restriction that prevents the flow of information offline or online must be in
line with permissible limitations as set out in international human rights law.”46
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For instance, “any limitation to the right to freedom of expression must pass the following
three-part, cumulative test: (a) It must be provided by law which is clear and accessible to everyone
(principles of predictability and transparency); (b) It must pursue one of the purposes set out in
article 19, paragraph 3, of the [International Convention of Civil and Political Rights], namely (i)
to protect the rights or reputations of others, or (ii) to protect national security or of public order,
or of public health or morals; and (c) It must be proven as necessary and the least restrictive means
required to achieve the purported aim (principles of necessity and proportionality).”47
As it so stands Google’s delinking does limit one’s ability to seek or receive information
on the internet; furthermore, these delinking practices are far from “clear” and “accessible to
everyone” which is contrary to part one of the cumulative test. The term “irrelevant” for instance,
is one of the main criterion for information link removal, and yet this term is not clearly defined
in the GDPR or any other EU data protection legislation. Considering such subjective and unclear
terms used as grounds for delinking information the process of delinking is not in accordance with
EU law.
Additionally, there is much speculation as to whether search engine result delinking is the
least restrictive means to achieve the principles of the Right to be Forgotten. Still, even if one could
come up with a convincing argument for why it is the least restrictive means, the subject is moot,
as search engine delinking would ultimately fail the first part and thus the overall cumulative test
for placing valid restrictions on freedom of expression and its subset right to access information.
Contrarily, one may argue that the law is indeed clear, since it clearly allows delinking
according to criteria and while the criterion is not made transparent, the law is accessible to all,
even if the criteria is not. Thus, clarity of the law is not an issue. Still, it should be noted that
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“transparency” and “clarity” of the law are not exactly interchangeable concepts. Legal lack of
clarity ultimately means incoherence of the law, not that the law is made known or available.48 In
other words, it is not unfounded to say that RTBF legislation, especially the law relating to the
delinking process is ambiguous and vague, while still being transparent. As stated above, the law
utilizes terminology that has not been clearly defined and prompts data controllers to use subjective
means to apply the law accordingly.
In fact, the criterion used to delink information must appropriately remove links that are
inadequate, irrelevant, outdated, or excessive. These are the goals the criterion must fulfill. Since
these goals within themselves are not clearly defined and thus subjective, then the criterion itself
would be the same. Thus overall, the elements of RTBF are indeed unclear. This makes search
engines and the process of delinking a less viable alternative to complying with RTBF demands,
compared to other unexplored alternatives, which I will discuss in chapter 7.
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Section III
Historical Implications of De-Indexing Search Engine Links
Yellow journalism49 aside, the media has played a large part in helping historians obtain
and preserve reliable records of newsworthy events overtime. News publications often branch off
into a variety of periodicals that establish an incremental display on specific topics and events
throughout history. “Periodicals are continuing publications such as journals, newspapers, or
magazines. They are issued regularly (daily, weekly, monthly, or quarterly).”50 In fact, news
publications "written during [a] time period under study [historically or otherwise] are excellent
primary sources.”51 Such (primary) sources “provide a window into the past [by allowing]
unfiltered access to the record of artistic, social, scientific and political thought and achievement
during the specific period under study, produced by people who lived during that period.”52 These
records can easily shape history and give historians a better understanding of what the world was
like years ago. With this heavy influence on history, many people are concerned of the news
media's role in creating historical records.53
The agenda-setting theory, elucidated by Maxwell McCombs and Donald Shaw in an
article entitled “The Agenda-Setting Function of Mass Media” in 1972, truly solidifies the
influence journalism has on history, especially in terms of political campaigns. McCombs and
Shaw’s article explains that readers learn not only about a given issue, but how much importance
to attach to that issue from the amount of information is devoted to a news story and its position.
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In reflecting what candidates are saying during a campaign, the mass media may well determine
the important issues—that is, the media may set the “agenda” of the campaign.54
Traditionally, agenda-setting is discussed in terms of political campaigns and issues,
however, it can be extended to all topics the public may perceive as newsworthy. "The public
uses... cues from the media to organize their own agendas and decide which issues are most
important. Over time, the issues emphasized in news reports become the issues regarded as most
important among the public. The agenda of the news media becomes, to some degree the agenda
of the public... [thus]the news media set[s] the public agenda."55
In the past this may have led historians to believe that these emphasized issues were indeed
the main problems experienced by the public, when in actuality, these issues were superficially
portrayed as such. Historians may turn to several forms of journalism when investigating what the
public care about, what they thought, or the general circumstances pertaining to an era in history.
Yet, these records would be inadequate and thus could render an inaccurate account of history.
Yet, many people argue that news reports of the past only told the history of select groups
within the majority. In other words, many minority groups’ histories did not exist on record. Aside
from the media itself, only those with enough social influence could play a part in deciding what
should be considered newsworthy. Thus, minority groups did not have a true voice in history
beyond the few literary and journalistic smatterings over the years. This leaves an incomplete
annals in the place of humanity's history.
There is limited space in every newspaper or magazine issue, and while there may be
several newsworthy events occurring domestically and internationally, only so much could
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possibly be covered within its pages. Additionally, the news media can only write to the extent of
their journalists' skills and abilities; not every person's perspective on a particular event or news
topic can be covered by a news media outlet and not everyone in the past could afford to selfpublish their experiences or opinion to supplement this lacking coverage.
However, these limitations were lessened with the emergence of the internet, since it
granted coverage to all those willing to publish. The web allows individuals to become journalists
in a phenomenon referred to by some as "citizen journalism", “citizen blogger” or "personal
journalism.”56 The European court case, The Law Society and others v. Kordowski recognized such
reporting as a legitimate form of journalism. The court stated, “journalism that is protected by s32
[of the Data Protection Act 1998] involves communication of information or ideas to the public at
large in the public interest. Today anyone with access to the internet can engage in journalism at
no cost. If what [a person] communicate[s] to the public at large ha[s] the necessary public interest,
[that person] could invoke the protection for journalism and Article 10” of the European
Convention on Human Rights.57
The substance and historical relevance of personal journalism can be seen on blogs
throughout New York City after 9/11. "New York city bloggers posted personal views of what
they'd seen, with photographs, providing more information and context to what the major media
was providing."58 It was more than just the facts, it was like a historical narrative with personal
experiences of people across America and what they experienced or felt, as well as what their
immediate calls to action were after such a historical event. Internet users blogged about what they
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saw and heard. After the attack occurred, many citizens posted haunting footage of victims
jumping to their deaths from the blazing World Trade Center.
But personal journalism does not have to cover such a landmark event as 9/11; on the
contrary, personal journalism could deal with the issues or perceptions of an underrepresented
social group or issue. In fact, it is in these instances where online journalism of personal
experiences truly makes a difference. It is this form of journalism that is the most threatened by
search result delinking.
In many cases of personal journalism, a "news story" (written, filmed, illustrated or
anything in between) that is published on any online media outlet is more often than not distributed
through sharing or suggested advertising. The story circulates to those who may be interested in
what the published piece has to offer. There are special instances in which a personal journalism
piece goes viral and Big Media news stations pick it up and circulate it to an even larger audience.
This mass circulation has occurred several times in the past, oftentimes bringing forth mass
media circulation that is quite historically significant. For instance, Diamond Reynolds began
streaming video live on Facebook immediately after her boyfriend, Philando Castile was shot by
a police officer. In the video stream, Reynolds explained that Castile was stopped for a broken
taillight, had notified the officer that he was licensed to carry a handgun and was reaching for his
wallet at the officer's request when he was shot. The video depicted the graphic gasps of Castile’s
last breaths, the police officer's nervous reaction after he pulled the trigger (gun still aimed) and
Reynolds’ own sorrowful cries, "Oh, my God, please don't tell me he's dead. Please don't tell me
my boyfriend just went like that."59
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This video came at the heels of another publicized personal journalism video by bystanders
who recorded another police shooting of Alton Sterling, a 37-year-old African American man who
was pinned on the ground by police before they shot him to death.60 This issue of the police
shooting unarmed and or subdued African American citizens is not new. In fact, a Wall Street
Journal analysis from 2014 reported data from 105 of the country's largest police agencies which
found that more than 550 police killings during 2007-2012 were missing from FBI record, in other
words, they are not included in the Federal homicide figures, in comparison to the local figures.
Thus, they are excluded from the national tally. The article alluded to the fact that many of those
unrecovered or unreported cases were of unarmed African American men.61
The statistics, or lack thereof, were published, the concepts of unfair and racially biased
police shootings were expressed and a modicum of stories about a few young African American
men have been circulated throughout mass media; yet, the posting of personal journalism were
what really struck a chord in American society. The mass circulation of these videos and personal
accounts of police shootings sparked riots, protests and discussions with the tagline "Black Lives
Matter.” These publications opened notable discussion about police brutality and race relations in
21st century America.
This is just one case among many instances of personal journalism; other cases may not
circulate as quickly and could be susceptible to delinking before they could reach the intended
audience of the publisher. Additionally, some publications may not be intended for a national or
international audience. Publications intended for small town local readers or minority subgroups
may not circulate to earth-shattering numbers and may not seem all too historically relevant. Still,
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these articles can be historically significant to the historical record of a subculture of people or a
particular location. For instance, the LGTBQ community has had a very subdued voice in 20th
century media and in turn, the creating of historical records. However, with the development of
websites such as Instagram, YouTube, Facebook and Twitter, underrepresented people have a
chance to offer a personal voice for their community. But of course, one may wonder how these
citizen publications or any publications could relate to RTBF.
Image a small time blog or Facebook group discussing the struggles of being multiracial
bisexual evangelists in Polk County, Missouri. Or imagine a group of wheat farmers throughout
Indiana blogging about ways to secure their land in the face of a severe wheat fungus outbreak.
These articles are in the public interest and they could be historically significant in a statistical
sense or even on a granular level.
Personal journalism often comprises one or more interviews, personal accounts of certain
experiences or opinions of citizens. If someone were to search for a personally written article based
on popular search words related to the publication, one may not have much luck finding it. For
example, if an internet user were to search the topic "wheat farmer fungus outbreak," many results
may turn up. However, amongst the more prominent news reports, a citizen's personal article on
the subject may be buried behind pages of popular search results.
But searching the names of those involved in the article might draw more attention to
personal publications. Personal connections are most likely how Diamond Reynolds’ police
shooting video began its circulation. The video started in small social circles, as would be the case
with sharing a post through Facebook, until the video’s distribution multiplied exponentially,
resulting in an unforeseeable distribution throughout the nation. Initial sharing most likely
consisted of personal information like Diamond Reynolds’ name or the victim’s (her boyfriend’s)
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name, “Philando Castile.” Perhaps as the search began to spread and more information was
uncovered, the search of “Jeronimo Yanez,” the police officer who shot Philando Castile, might
have produced the video in search results. But the video may not have shown up in search results
the night of the shooting, if one were to type in “police shooting St. Anthony Minnesota” (the
location of the shooting) into Google Search. Thus, personal information such as a person’s name
could be influential to search results regarding personal publications. Admittedly, local news might
have reported the activity and the information would have been accessible to crime reporters,
however, none of those could compare to Reynolds’ impactful video. Her perception of the issue
was unique and newsworthy.
Of course there are instances in which these posts could be legitimately delinked, even to
the detriment of the publication’s journalistic success. However, the main concern is that Google
is left to decide what is within the public interest or what is newsworthy once they remove links
due to personal information like Jeronimo Yanez’s name in connection to Reynolds’ police
shooting video. Historical significance of such reports are often only revealed in hindsight, and
only if they get a chance to make an impact.
This is why lawmakers handling the right to be forgotten established safeguards to protect
the public notwithstanding their deference to a data subject’s right to privacy. As a precaution,
RTBF legislators established several exceptions throughout the GDPR in an attempt to prevent
excessive data erasure that could harm the public or infringe upon their rights. Article 17,
paragraph 3 of the GDPR states that a data controller must remove personal data unless the
information “is necessary: (a) for exercising the right of freedom of expression or (b) for reasons
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of public interest in the area of public health or (c) for historical, statistical and scientific research
purposes or (d) for compliance with a legal obligation to retain the personal data.” 62
Despite the exception mentioned in part (c) regarding historical implications, many RTBF
critics are concerned that such an exemption would be difficult to uphold. In fact, when asked
about RTBF, the Electronic Frontier Foundation stated, “At stake is the integrity of history
itself.”63 Similar concerns were voiced by International Business Times which published an article
stating, “Curating [history]… will only chip away at the freedom democracies have worked hard
to preserve.”64 Furthering this sentiment, Emma Llansó, a free expression scholar at the Center for
Democracy and Technology, described the right to be forgotten as “altering the historical record
or making information that was lawfully public no longer accessible to people.”65 Many others
evidently hold likeminded opinions of this data protection legislation, as some regard RTBF as
equivalent to “rewriting history” or “personal history revisionism.”66
The right to be forgotten could do a great injustice to historians who depend on a variety
of reliable historical records. R. G. Collingwood, a philosopher of history, states that “history is
constituted by human actions. Actions are the result of intentional deliberation and choice; so
historians are able to explain historical processes ‘from within’ as a reconstruction of the thought
processes of the agents who bring them about.”67 The players, their actions, and their motivations
for those actions are thus the basis of any historical narrative. A person could be just as historically
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significant as an action or event itself. This is why primary sources are so valuable: they help
readers relate in a personal way to events of the past and promote a deeper understanding of history
as a series of human events. First-person accounts of events help make them more real to the
audience, fostering active reading and response. 68
It’s the use of such primary sources that makes citizen journalism susceptible to wide
circulation despite having low resources and initial audience engagement, in comparison to Big
Media outlets. To delink chunks of written history through this form of unbridled censorship could
amass large holes in the future’s historical texts. Given that the Web holds about a trillion
WebPages,69 many people still do not believe the right to be forgotten could possibly lead to such
significant historical repercussions. After all, only about 911,290 URLs have been removed from
Google’s search engine results since the court ruling in 2014.70 Compared to the amount of
information currently on the internet, Google’s rate of link removal barely puts a dent in an internet
user’s online database. Therefore, it may be rash to believe that a couple thousand links could
possibly be of historical importance.
One may argue that when it comes to delinking information, the issue is quality of the
information being delinked not quantity. As it stands, some webpages have more fundamental
content than others, perhaps Google only delinks information with less fundamental content. In
which case, focusing on the number of removed links to webpages may be inappropriate and futile.
However, if a link to a webpage has fundamental content, then the link may arguably be within
the public interest and/or may fall under RTBF exceptions (i.e. journalistic or artistic exemptions).
And this is the crux of the argument; Google gets to determine what content is fundamental to the
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public, and in turn, what information the public should have a right to access without sufficient
checks or balances and without proper knowledge of the delinking criteria. Thus, link removal
tracking is useful in the sense that it gives a representation of just how many times Google has
made such core decisions for the public without sufficient transparency.
Admittedly, a couple thousand links or even a million may not yield an extreme threat to
historical accuracy like many RTBF critics have foreshadowed. However, over time, the
accumulation of delinked articles could lead to quite a significant amount of unchecked censorship
and in turn may lead to large impacts on history. In about two years, nearly a million links have
been removed; imagine the number of links that would be removed over the duration of fifty years.
Presupposing that the rate of de-indexing stays about the same, there could be 25 million links
removed by the year 2066. This number may be a source of concern for historians and free speech
advocates in the future.
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Section IV
Freedom of Speech Implications of De-Indexing Search Results
The right to be forgotten delegates certain obligations to entities that “determine the
purpose and means of processing” personal data. These entities are considered data controllers.
Data controllers are responsible for de-indexing online personal data upon a data subject’s
request.71 On its face, this legislation is simple and rather straightforward; however, by design, this
law has some major complications. Vice President of the European Commission, Viviane Reding,
explained that she wanted RTBF to be ambiguous, so that it could accommodate new technologies
in the future. She said “this regulation needs to stand for 30 years ─it needs to be very clear but
imprecise enough that changes in the markets or public opinion can be maneuvered in the
regulation.” 72
Yet, a law that is both clear and ambiguous is paradoxical. Creating a law that is
deliberately ambiguous while claiming it is “clear”, only gives lawmakers a false sense of control
over the law’s application. The reality is, RTBF left several essential questions unanswered. There
is a high demand for efficient data protection, but very little guidance on how data controllers
should go about fulfilling those obligations. 73 Besides the 2014 case of Google Spain v AEPD and
Mario Costeja Gonzalez, which decided that search engines are online data controllers, the only
other explanation that gives substance to the identity of the controller is discussed under Section
1(1) of the Data Protection Act 1998, which states “data controller” means a person who (either
alone or jointly or in common with other persons) determines the purposes for which and the
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manner in which any personal data are, or are to be processed.74 Not even the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) identifies which entities should be considered data controllers.
Should hosting platforms like Facebook or Twitter be considered data controllers? Should they
partake in erasure obligations? If so, how should these platforms go about removing access to
someone’s personal data? Unfortunately, the questions do not stop there.
Beyond the historical implications associated with RTBF, this legislation prompts several
free speech ramifications that stem from the law’s overall vagueness. "All of this vagueness is
particularly troublesome in light of the chilling effects associated with… takedown systems” 75
Such takedown systems are comparable to Google’s delinking process. If, as Reding stated, RTBF
is intentionally vague, then the delinking process and all other RTBF data removal processes have
vague or nonexistent guidelines to help data controllers decide the best way to deal with data
removal and the balance of free speech and the right to privacy. Broad or improper application of
a regulation is increased by a given law’s ambiguity.76 This can lead to over-inclusiveness of the
law and creates a chilling effect irrespective of the manner in which the law was originally
intended.77 As discussed in chapter two, there are provisions to prevent the negative effects of
such vagueness; any limitations to a person’s freedom of expression must pass a cumulative threetier test. The first part of this test explicated in Article 19(3) of the International Convention of
Civil and Political Rights, states that limitations on freedom of expression must be provided by
law, in sufficiently clear terms to make it foreseeable whether or not statements are permissible.78
Thus, there is no room for intentional ambiguity as is the case with RTBF legislation.
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Still, in relation to free speech rights, RTBF supporters characterize the right to be forgotten
and the delinking process as relatively harmless legislation. After all, the Google Spain v AEPD
and Mario Costeja Gonzalez case influences solely search engine results; it does not actively stop
Publishers from freely posting online content. There are some who believe RTBF does not enmesh
Publishers in any way. These critics insist that data protection is between the data controller and
the data subject only. Thus, one could argue that because of this detachment between a publisher
and a search engine's delinking process, RTBF should not affect the behavior of publishers, which
makes the fear of free speech violations and subsequent chilling effect unwarranted.
However, Frederick Schauer explained that while “it is apparent, that an individual may be
deterred or an activity ‘chilled’ by the threatened operation of virtually any penal statute or by the
potential application of any civil sanction… [But again], individuals fear punishment or other
detriment in spite of the lawful nature of their contemplated behavior… Why should people (like
Publishers) fear punishment under a regulation which does not even apply to them?”79
In actuality, publishers are punished by the right to be forgotten. De-indexed links can cut
down on the number of people who can find a given article by certain names or key words. If
publishers have enough removed links in their repertoire, it could reduce the number of potential
views of their articles and WebPages, which would inevitably lead to a loss of profits. For example,
YouTube “vloggers” (video-bloggers) generate revenue based on the number of views they can
accrue per video post. The more views a post gets, the more advertisers and patronage a YouTuber
can obtain. However, if a YouTube publisher’s video is delinked; their video acquires fewer “hits”,
which means they collect less money per post.80
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Most online publishers use advertising to offer free services to internet users. Websites like
Forbes, E-commerce Online and Facebook all use advertising to fund their websites. Forbes.com
goes so far as to ask internet users to pause their ad-blockers before entering the site. If articles do
not maintain enough hits or “click-throughs” to remain economically self-sustaining, then
publishers will lose funding. As more and more links are being de-indexed in search results,
publishers may become hesitant to publish any articles discussing personal data about anyone for
fear that their posts will be delinked. This could affect essential journalistic content and overall
freedom of expression.
Yet, one may argue that if Publishers have an economic incentive to attract as many viewers
as they can, then publishing sensational or privacy-invasive material would be encouraged, thus,
delinking such material would be a positive thing. However, this is not completely true.
Admittedly, publishers do have an economic incentive to post sensational stories to draw in
readers, as is the case with printed publications. This is why gossip magazines exists on the shelves
of every grocery store in America. However, despite the economic incentive provided by yellow
journalism, there are quite a number of educational and substantive publications available for
readers to purchase. Additionally, there is still profit to be made by tending to the needs of those
internet users seeking to partake in other forms of publications, for news or educational purposes.
Therefore, unless one considers all online publications as sensational and privacy-invasive
postings, online incentivized publications could not possibly legitimize the ambiguous delinking
of publications via companies like Google Inc. While RTBF is helpful with counteracting the ill
effects of yellow journalism (especially where civil torts such as defamation laws fall short), the
principle result of RTBF legislation is far too overreaching. It ends up needlessly chilling
legitimate publications well beyond the sensationalized publications.
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Despite this, some privacy advocates stand their ground and insist that online publishers
should not profit from the exploitation of another’s personal data or private information in any
shape or form. The right to be forgotten should only concern data subjects and search engines.
These advocates also contend that while any detriment to online publishers is unintentional, it
might be necessary for adequate data protection. The Article 29 Working Party agrees that
publisher involvement should be limited to the de-indexing process. In fact, the Working Party
advised Google against notifying publishers about their de-indexed materials.81
Still, there is a provision in the GDPR that addresses takedown notifications. And while it
does not address Publisher notifications, there is a provision that addresses the controller’s duty to
communicate data subject “erasures” to all those who have received disclosure of the erased
information, which may, in effect, include notification of the Publisher. However, it would seem
that RTBF legislators do not value data removal notification for publishers or internet users very
highly, since they included one major exemption to such notifications.
Article 19 of the GDPR states that “the controller shall communicate any rectification or erasure
of personal data or restriction of processing carried out in accordance with Article 16, Article 17(1)
and Article 18 to each recipient to whom the personal data have been disclosed, unless this proves
impossible or involves disproportionate effort…”82 Considering the number of notifications that
would have to be sent out as well as those “shared” publications that are simply untraceable,
notifying recipients of removed personal data can be seen as involving “disproportionate effort”
in most instances online. In light of how widespread online sharing truly is and how many internet
users may actually receive a post containing removed personal information, sites as Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram could easily fulfill this exemption in every instance. It nearly makes Article
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19’s notification requirement obsolete. This exemption would leave many publishers unaware
about their delinked publications, and they would not get the opportunity to defend their right to
free speech.
RTBF legislation effects publishers extensively, in fact, to consider them as separate
entities would be an injustice to Publishers and an infringement of their freedom of expression.
Also, without having to notify Publishers or anyone upon deciding what should be delinked, a
controller’s data removal decision is left unchecked. How would Publishers get a chance to defend
their work under historic, journalistic, literary or artistic grounds without proper notification?
Thus, controllers would decide singlehandedly what has historic, journalistic and artistic
significance on a daily basis and by the thousands.
Some free speech advocates find this rather troubling. Jeffery Rosen, a law professor at
George Washington University, argued that “Facebook will have to engage in the kinds of difficult
line drawing exercises previously performed by courts... [This] could lead data controllers to opt
for deletion in ambiguous cases, producing a serious chilling effect.”83 Facebook acknowledged
this issue and responded to the RBTF legislation proposal announced in the European
Commission’s Communication. The social media site expressed that “Facebook would be very
concerned about any proposals that appeared to require the service provider to delete data without
an explicit request from the user. Our 'Statement of Rights and Responsibilities' makes it very clear
that user data remains the property of that user. It would run contrary to that notion of user
ownership of data for Facebook as the service provider to delete it.”84 Intermediaries like Google
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or Facebook do not want the responsibility of being an online censor. It compromises their primary
role of being a “service provider” and ultimately changes their purpose and commercial image.
Limiting what sort of published content, a search engine can link to is an injustice. “It’s a
specialized area of speech, but its real speech. And it affects what kinds of news people can
discuss,” Parker Higgins, an Electronic Frontier Foundation activist and spokesperson said. “It
puts a chilling effect on journalists’ reporting,” and to what they can link to. Additionally, the
ruling potentially jeopardizes the general social standard that published content can be freely
discussed, which includes discussion on social media. 85
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Section V
Google Does Not Want to Be a Data Controller
It’s safe to say that most search engines are not supportive of the right to be forgotten. Thus
far, several online companies have spoken out on the matter. Co-founder of Google Inc. Larry
Page said “it would have been better to have more of a discussion about what to do and how to do
it. We could have arrived at a more practical place than a court ruling.”86 Additionally, Jimmy
Wales, founder of Wikipedia, corroborated Page’s sentiment; Wales stated that the right to be
forgotten is “a typical situation where incompetent politicians have written well-meaning but
incoherent legislation without due consideration for human rights and technical matters.” 87 After
the court decision was announced in an EU press release that year, several tech companies
highlighted the law’s impracticality and conveyed suspicion that RTBF was poorly designed.
Additionally, spokespersons from Bing, Facebook, and Wikipedia pledged their support for
Google’s judicial battle against RTBF legislation. Nevertheless, the law called for immediate
action on the part of search engines to carry out the “delinking process.” European courts
perfunctorily delegated the tremendous responsibilities of an online “data controller” to search
engines without providing any guidance on how these tech companies should comply with their
new demands. Thus, it is understandable that some derision from tech companies would exist
toward the ruling.
Managing the right to be forgotten is an extremely heavy burden that raises several human
rights issues. After nearly exhausting the appeals process in the RTBF case, Google promptly set
up a link removal request form, developed an entire department to assess RTBF take-down
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requests, and continuously grappled with privacy, free speech, and information access rights, while
handling the influx of incoming RTBF requests from internet users across Europe. “The difficulty
of making such assessments proves to be extremely cumbersome, [since] the process requires a
case-by-case approach and can’t be automated.”88 This ruling puts an extensive burden on
Google’s pre-existing role, image, and financial wellbeing, which is why Google was and still is
resistant to the idea of being a data controller.
Originally, Google’s mission statement, as stated on their company’s website, was to
“organize the world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful.” 89 This statement
conveys a purpose of goodwill and unbiased information distribution. However, now RTBF
requires Google to take charge of editing the world’s information— that’s a different statement
altogether. In fact, it’s a completely different role. “Search engines are… progressively being
asked to take on duties that they did not originally have: [such as] the duty to regulate Internet
content [or the] duty to respond to people’s claims even if the disputed content is merely
disparaging or controversial, rather than illegal.”90
Nevertheless, RTBF advocates indicate that Google’s “image” as an unbiased information
provider is the exact reason why search engines are the perfect data controllers. Internet users
consider search engines akin to libraries and a “good” library is, more often than not, assessed by
the wide selection of books it makes available to the public. Google’s search engine thrives on
how representative their search results are to the knowledge available in the world. In order to stay
competitive with other search engines, they must refrain from delinking too much information.
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If Google starts cutting out large chunks of their search results, their product quality would
go down dramatically, especially in comparison to Bing or Yahoo. Additionally, with fewer
“search results, users spend less time searching and perhaps more importantly, less time viewing
ads. Google search ads make up a stunning 89% percent of Google’s earnings (in 2014)… The
company does not want to reach a point where they will be forced to significantly shrink their own
index.”91
But this argument is met with some skepticism from RTBF supporters. These supporters
argue that if everyone must comply with RTBF demands, then when complying with this
legislation, no one gets a competitive edge and in turn no one loses a competitive edge either.
Therefore, Google should not worry about shrinking it’s search result database since everyone will
be fulfilling the same demands. This considered, Google can fulfill RTBF obligations without
apprehension.
However, equal compliance with RTBF does not mean equal demands for data link
removal. Removal requests are filed separately for each search engine and most people do not file
a removal request for all search engines in existence; instead they file requests with the most
popular search engine(s) in their area--which in most cases would be Google Inc. In fact, based on
Google’s RTBF transparency report, since May 2014 Google has received a total of 646,707
requests for link removals.92 In comparison, Bing’s Transparency report established that it received
a total of 14,099 removal requests from May 2014 to June 2016.93 Thus far, Google has received
about 45 times more removal requests than Bing has received since the duration of RTBF
legislation.
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As the more competitive search engine, Google gets the most time in the spotlight and the
most link removal requests, which overtime could lead to a loss of internet users. Jimmy Wales
pointed out that this “could lead to… smaller search engines with no business footprint in Europe
[being] able to display information that a larger search engine such as Google can’t.” 94 If internet
users start favoring smaller search engines, this could mean a major loss of business for Google.
But the chance of losing its competitive edge is not the only negative factor Google must
face as data controller. Google must take on new responsibilities that require a substantial
investment of time and money. As a result, Google hired an RTBF advisory board and additional
employees to deal with link removal requests. Plus, the process of removing links from search
engines is a large feat within itself. Page explained that “the previous system, where content is
removed at the source of publishing, means that once it’s removed there, it’s removed for all other
services. Whereas with the ruling, it has to be removed from all services — so if you’re an
aggrieved user, you have to get your information removed from many sites that have that data.
That doesn’t seem very practical.”95
In other words, Page argues that having Publishers as a data controller would be far more
efficient and practical than search engines, since content can be removed at the source of
publishing. Search engines, on the other hand, must remove the Publisher’s original link from
search results and then scour the internet in search of links to any other webpages that may contain
the offending information, including “shares” from original posts.
If a removal request for a YouTube video is accepted by Google, then Google must remove
links to the video and all the subsequent shares to the link, which could amount to hundreds of
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links. Page argues this takes unnecessary time, money and effort. On top of these extra
expenditures, Google could be penalized for failure to comply with RTBF requirements.
In fact, Google Inc. was fined $112,000 by France in March 2016 for failing to comply
with demands to extend a European privacy ruling across its global domains, including
Google.com in the United States.96 While these financial penalties are considered a paltry sum
compared to Google’s $75 billion in annual revenue, EU courts have discussed implementing far
more severe penalties for not removing an adequate number of links from search result listings in
2014-2015.97 Viviane Reding took it upon herself to publically dismiss recent fines for Google as
"pocket money" and said she wants far tougher laws that would introduce fines of up to 5% of the
global annual turnover for data protection contravention.98
This is good news for legislators who do not want online data controllers to show too much
restraint when de-indexing search results. As stated in the beginning of this chapter, search
engines, in theory, must be prudent about what they delink in order to maintain a competitive edge,
which prevents them from doing a slapdash data dump that appeases all incoming removal
requests. However, with RTBF fines already in place and a possibility of escalating fees on the
horizon, perhaps Google will start a policy geared in favor of delinking information, rather than
preserving it.
To make matters worse, RTBF legislation has opened the floodgates for further demands
on Google as a data controller and online censor. An independent French administrative regulatory
body, Commission Nationale de l'Informatique et des Libertés (CNIL) recently ordered Google to
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take RTBF to another level. Despite the geo-location compromise, CNIL asked Google to apply
the French RTBF laws to every domain version of Google Search, globally.
“This would mean removing links to content - which may be perfectly legal locally - from
Australia (google.com.au) to Zambia (google.co.zm) and everywhere in between, including
google.com.”99 Thus far, Google has showed restraint in link removal and denied France’s request.
Google explained that if they applied French law on a global scale, it would result in information
removal from places where that information may be perfectly legal. Additionally, once the
company complies with France’s requests, it would have to comply with requests from other
governments for global content removal on various grounds, which could lead to global censorship
across the board. Kent Walker, Google’s Senior Vice President and General Counsel, explained
that Google has “resisted [such requests], even if [it] has sometimes led to the blocking of [their]
services.”100
But the most immediate consequence RTBF has had on Google is an increase of public
scrutiny. For years Google has hid behind a façade of unbiased and electronic automation. If there
are any legal contraventions originating from Google’s search engine services (auto fill search
box, search result rankings, voice activation etc.), the company explains that the search engine is
powered through an algorithm which relies “on more than 200 unique signals or ‘clues’ that make
it possible to guess what you might really be looking for. These signals include things like the
terms on websites, the freshness of content, [even one’s] region and PageRank.”101 Therefore, if
Google gets in trouble for any reason, the company generally deflects responsibility by arguing it
was a fault in the algorithm, which was programmed to provide the best service experience for the
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user. Nearly all illegal or morally questionable fallout is claimed to be unintentional and blameless
since the algorithm generated results objectively.
For instance, in 2012, Bettina Wulff, the wife of former German President Christian Wulff,
demanded that Google Inc.’s “Autocomplete” function stop suggesting defamatory terms in
association with her name. Wulff learned that by typing in her first name and the first letter of her
last name, the search suggestions drop-down listed terms like "Bettina Wulff prostitute," "Bettina
Wulff escort" and "Bettina Wulff red-light district."102 In response, Google explained, per usual,
that those results were generated algorithmically and based on several objective factors, including
the popularity of the search terms; consequently, “the search terms in Google-Autocomplete
reflect[ed] the actual search terms of all users”; the function results were therefore not intended
to damage Ms. Wulff’s reputation.103
There lies the power of Google’s algorithm defense. Unlike other companies that face
public retribution for unfair biases or human error, Google has sustained a pretty reliable
scapegoat. It deflects any social misdeed or faux pas to mere computer or unforeseeable
mathematical miscalculation. However, this does not mean Google has never been found
accountable for its automated results in the past. For example, in Trkulja v. Google Inc. the court
deviated from the notion that Google plays "merely a passive role" when determining the results
of its automated systems. In fact, in 2012 − the same year as the Bettina Wulff − case, the Supreme
Court of Victoria in Australia determined that "while it would be impractical to require Google to
monitor all possible autocorrect results and filter out any that could infringe on someone's privacy
or reputation interests, it does have a duty to prevent recurring instances of an infringement once
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it is made aware of the infringement."104 As it stands, the court held that there is an overarching
human element to Google’s auto-complete results, since “such results are due to the work of
Google Programmers.”105
However, one could argue that this ruling does not disprove the theory that Google plays a
passive role in its automated results. Instead, the argument still stands, Google does not hold
liability for its automated results, unless the company chooses to continue taking a passive role
once informed of an infringement to an individual’s rights. Additionally, while programmers do
write the programs to determine what and how an automated system should run, considering all
the search patterns and factors that are included in automated results, there is no way for a
programmer to fully determine the results of such a complex automated system. Thus, Google only
assumes an active or deliberate role when it must remedy an unintentional misstep of its automated
systems. This argument is the persistent sentiment most internet users hold even if the courts find
Google Inc. responsible for any given misstep. In the end, the public still buys into this company’s
mathematically-unbiased defense.
While there is always some degree of scrutiny for large corporations, Google has evaded
excessively harsh public scrutiny for quite some time, until now. RTBF puts an undeniably human
aspect to Google’s search result listings that overrides this infamous algorithm defense. Jonathan
Zittrain, cofounder of the Berkman Center for Internet & Society and Harvard University Law
Professor, explained why public scrutiny surged for Google after the RTBF ruling. He said that
“once [Google crossed] that blood-brain barrier and started hand-tweaking results on request, like
a DJ taking in what somebody wants, well, why shouldn't they just do it generally to improve
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things [for themselves]? And at that point, the reality [citizens] experience will be one set by [this]
company.”106
Sentiments of corporate distrust and speculation of severe censorship have intensified
scrutiny of Google Inc. throughout Europe from both citizens and regulators. Such scrutiny “could
potentially curb [Google’s] sizable profits in the region and affect how they operate around the
world.”107 To make matters worse, Google is facing scrutiny on both sides of the RTBF debate.
European RTBF supporters interpret Google’s reluctance to delink information as a ploy to
disregard the privacy rights of citizens and to shirk data controller responsibilities, while free
speech and public access advocates harbor growing skepticism towards the links Google has
successfully removed from their search results thus far. As mentioned in chapter 1, “a group of 80
Web academics have penned an open letter to Google insisting on more transparency for right to
be forgotten requests.”108 The letter explains that “beyond anecdote, [web users] know very little
about what kind and quantity of information is being delisted from search results, what sources are
being delisted and on what scale.”109 The public scrutiny is unshakeable; and it’s not just over
RTBF legislation. Europe is doing a complete overhaul on their online data protection regulations
which harbors scrutiny from the public. Additionally, new anti-trust legislation and consumer
tracking restrictions are also keeping Google in the harsh public spotlight.
As is the case with Google Inc. “if the brand and the corporate name are the same, then
poor performance, mishandling of any area or damage to reputation in one will impact directly on
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the other.”110 Additionally, “empirical evidence increasingly demonstrates that when making
their… decisions, [consumers] are not only influenced by tangible attributes like price and quality,
but with intangible features such as trust, brand association, supplier reputation and image.”111
Google’s PR department has recognized this negative shift in sentiment toward Google Inc. and
has gone into overdrive for the past two years trying to lessen the kickback.
In recent years, Google has tried its hand at soft lobbying, which “revolves around the
ideology of a company influencing and changing the perspectives of the general public, rather than
paying off registered lobbyists for government and social influences [or] image rehabilitation.”112
The company has ramped up its campaign, earmarking about $450 million from 2015 to 2016 in
an attempt to revamp its reputation with Europeans and more importantly, fix its reputation with
the region’s policy makers, who have the power to issue fines totaling billions of dollars.113
Ramon Tremosa, a Spanish member of the European Parliament and a vocal opponent of
the search giant’s regional dominance, confirmed that there has been a major change in Google’s
public relations approach in the last two years. She also mentioned that Google has gone on the
offensive “to present itself as a friendly force” in Europe.114 Critics and industry watchers confirm
that the search giant’s foray into European cultural and economic spending increased roughly
around the time Europe set off its first set of antitrust charges in early 2015. Spending is aimed at
eventually winning over local skeptics, who worry Google has too much control over how
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Europeans gain access to digital services.115 Spending nearly half a billion dollars on PR for the
approval of one geographical region seems like an excessive expenditure; however, as long as
Google keeps tampering with the availability of one’s information, there may be more sizeable
pay offs in the future. The cost of being a data controller is far too risky for Google’s business and
maintaining a good reputation of its own requires quite a bit of money and extra responsibilities.
Being a data controller is therefore a lose-lose for search engines.
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Section VI
Citizens Should Not Want Google as Their Data Controller
European news reports continue to cover Google’s growing collection of fines for
contravening online EU regulations. Each new article accentuates Google’s new role as a data
controller and increases suspicion of its corporate censorship. If Google’s reputation as a viable
search engine is tarnished, it would be very difficult for search engine to remain a top search
provider. This bad publicity puts Google’s brand equity in danger; therefore, less news coverage
on RTBF is better for the company.
For this reason, Google has gone even more on the offensive to limit bad publicity and
restore its positive image. In fact, after several failed appeals in court, Larry Page exhibited a
“significant change of tack” regarding RTBF legislation. 116 After denouncing RTBF months prior,
Page acknowledged that “having data stored with companies like Google—[which] have a
reputation to protect, is better than storing it in the black hole of government.” 117
By attempting to spin Google’s newfound role in a positive light, Page brought up an
interesting point; Google must and will protect its reputation no matter the cost. Staying on the
good side of EU policymakers and data subjects might be the best way to protect itself. For
instance, if Google denies a link removal request, the data subject could file a complaint to launch
an investigation on the matter and eventually bring the denial in question to a court of law. This is
the last thing Google wants— an appeal could mean more fines, publicity, judicial processes and
lost time. However, if Google grants the request, the process stops there. The publisher wouldn't
be informed that its page is no longer findable through the world's most powerful information
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resource and there would be no appeal by anyone else. 118 This is most likely the best strategy for
Google to stay out of Europe’s negative spotlight. Yet, there is a drawback to going low-profile:
if “Google is unsure about the validity of a request, [then it] could result in [links] being taken
down that shouldn’t be removed” resulting in a substantial loss of vital data, such as data with
journalistic, artistic or historic content posted by personal journalists.119 This facilitates excessive
delinking to information. Conversely, some RTBF advocates deny the rationale behind this
conjecture. They argue that if Google removes too much data, it runs the risk of losing its
competitive edge since (as mentioned previously) web users may switch to another search engine
that better fits their needs. Google would never take such a gamble on their consumer-base.
Still, Google’s brand is a household name; in fact, “google” has become a verb
synonymous to searching for information on the internet. If media coverage of RTBF were to
dwindle, Google would be able to freely delink information with very few consequences; the
public would not be notified either way. Even if enough free speech advocates raised significant
awareness of Google’s excessive delinking practices, an adept PR department could easily
counteract its ill effects. For instance, Google could argue that its compliance with RTBF actually
provides a better searching experience for its internet users. These regulations give Google the
chance to remove any outdated, irrelevant or excessive information currently on the web, which
will provide more relevant information to the user without the clutter of immaterial details.
Additionally, if Google maintains a strong brand identity, it could continue to use its brand
expansion and equity to maintain consumer loyalty, which may counteract any negative publicity
that free speech advocates could drum up over the years to come. With Google Maps, Mail,
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Calendar, Drive, Search and perhaps in the future, Cars, the Google brand has expanded to the
point that it has the potential to touch every aspect of an individual’s life. Ultimately, Google’s
search features and all integrated services give it a notably competitive edge over smaller search
engines, even if they had more search results. Thus, as long as Google can protect its image as the
unbiased distributer of knowledge, its user-base will remain intact. Google’s mass acceptance of
link removal requests is a very real possibility. According to Zittrain, “the incentives are clearly
lopsided [towards link removal]” and to make matters worse, the company holds very little
accountability beyond the appeals process currently in place.
Before someone could make the claim that Google is capable of excessive data removal,
one must first assume Google is willing to jeopardize free speech rights and adequate access to
information simply to protect its profits. But perhaps this is an unfair assumption. Maybe Google
truly believes in its mission statement and will continue to struggle against RTBF requirements to
its own detriment. If this is the case, should the public be expected to have blind faith in Google’s
integrity? Basically, that is what RTBF requires of European citizens: it is built into the Right that
citizens have no idea what these search engines are delinking. EU policymakers are asking citizens
to trust an entity that has its own agenda without any system in place for adequate transparency.
120

Even assuming that Google has good intentions, the decisions for what stays and what goes on

search results are left up to unidentified people who have their own biases and opinions. Even if
Google employees were discouraged from making subjective data removal decisions, it is almost
impossible to assure removal decisions are handled objectively. This is mainly because there is no
way to ensure that someone could objectively decide what data is irrelevant, outdated or excessive.
Andrew McLaughlin, the CEO of Digg and Instapaper, challenged citizens “to find a more vague
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and subjective legal standard anywhere in the law of the free society.” 121 There is a possibility
information is being delinked subjectively and perhaps even arbitrarily.
Additionally, search engines do not generate precedents or establish standardized
guidelines across the board to ensure removal requests are handled with some adequate level of
objectivity, consistency or fairness. Yet, when it comes to balancing an individual’s rights, those
are qualities a democratic society generally requires. Establishing precedent for link removal
requests may put free speech advocates at ease. Reliance upon precedent contributes predictability
to legislation since it provides notice of what a person's rights and obligations are in particular
circumstances.122 This prior notice and predictability may prevent the chilling effect to free speech
that publishers currently face. If publishers are capable of discerning what information would be
susceptible to RTBF take-down requests, perhaps it will encourage them to post things with these
guidelines in mind rather than to cease publishing altogether. Also, recording past link removal
cases creates a necessary accountability for search engines and establishes a public criterion that
citizens can use to challenge any given data removal decision.
Objectivity, transparency and precedent are necessary for the proper application of this
right, which is why, Zittrain suggests, “if there's going to be something taken out [due to RTBF],
let a court adjudicate it.”123 A court will make full use of precedent while providing the
transparency, stability and fairness that RTBF take-down requests desperately need.124 Otherwise,
Google will continue making decisions behind closed doors without any accountability for the
ramifications those decisions may have on free speech or the public’s right to access information.
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Free speech advocates are not the only citizens who should worry about this online data
controller. Privacy advocates certainly want fairness with these link removal decisions just as
much as free speech advocates do. As it is right now, take-down request decisions could be
influenced by many frivolous variables. For example, a removal request decision can be influenced
by how a Google employee feels on a day-to-day basis. Imagine a take-down request comes in
from a man who would like to delink his name in association with cheaterville.com. That same
day, a Google employee dumped her boyfriend for cheating on her. Who is to say that particular
employee wouldn’t simply reject this man’s request as a stance against all cheaters. Who knows?
Perhaps these requests are not reviewed by other Google authorities− of course this is speculation
since the review procedure for delinking is yet another element not made transparent in Google’s
RTBF Transparency Report−this request would most likely sit in the “denied pile” until the data
subject is notified.
Still, it is possible that once this man is notified of Google’s denial, he could respond by
filing a complaint with his respective Data Protection Commissioner’s Office. However, in most
cases, the burden is placed on the data subject to provide the Data Protection Office with full details
and adequate supporting documentation to facilitate proper assessment of the issue.125 Then after
a lengthy investigation launched by the Data Protection Officer, if the link hasn’t been taken down
at that time, the data subject could bring his case up to a court of law, and there is still no guarantee
the information would be removed.
In another scenario, this same man’s request is heard by the same Google employee, only
it happens a day earlier, in which case, the request is accepted and the link is taken down
immediately. This is clearly inequitable and it is not something internet users should condone
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simply to maintain a right to privacy online. Granted, online privacy is a real problem, however,
keeping Google as a data controller is a bad solution to this problem.126 There are far more
systematic and democratic methods to establish adequate online privacy.
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Section VII
Right to be Forgotten: Solutions
In essence, the right to be forgotten is a call for the restoration of conditions that prevailed
before the digital age; a time when individuals had more possibilities of ‘moving on’, ‘making a
new start’, and putting painful and embarrassing passages of their past behind them.127 People need
privacy and they need some degree of control over their online information; undoubtedly, data
protection on the internet is a valid concern. However, the current design of RTBF is undeniably
flawed. As previously demonstrated, allowing search engines to be the sole controller of online
data will eventually chill free speech and decrease one’s access to information. Additionally,
Google's delinking process is quite partial towards internet users, which brings up the issue of the
digital divide. The "digital divide, refers to the growing gap between the underprivileged members
of society, especially the poor, rural, elderly, and handicapped portion of the population who do
not have access to computers or the internet; in comparison to the wealthy, middle-class, and young
[people] living in urban and suburban areas who have [internet] access."128 It is an issue Google
fails to address throughout its delinking process. For instance, Google's removal request form is
only available online; thus many non-internet users are left without a viable method to exercise
their right to be forgotten.
Alternatively, there are some people who believe that if one does not use the internet, then
one is not affected by content on the web. However, this is not true, just because a person does not
use the Internet, does not mean he is not affected by the publication of outdated, excessive or
irrelevant information spread about him online. These publications could affect one's chances of
getting a job or making meaningful social connects.
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Nevertheless, the right to be forgotten is salvageable, since there are other alternatives to
solely the delinking process. Of course, these alternatives may not adequately apply to all
circumstances that may arise from the Right, but, considering the specific and unique situations
that may be broached under RTBF, a one-size-fits-all solution may not be ideal. For instance,
consider the situation in which a non-internet user would like to exercise his right to be forgotten,
perhaps making a paper delinking request form could be a viable alternative to the existing system.
Additionally, perhaps there should be several solutions to address different types of personal data
issues that could arise amongst a variety of people and situations. Therefore, I will analyze a couple
alternatives that could be applied.
Firstly, the right to be forgotten attempts to remedy the ill effects of information that may
be inaccurate, irrelevant, outdated or excessive. One way to address outdated or inaccurate
information is through contextualization.129 In 2007, Google introduced a feature that allowed
people quoted or mentioned in articles indexed by Google News to add a comment next to that
corresponding article in the search results. “Participants could offer readers of Google News an
explanation, an apology, or a reason to discount whatever it was they were about to read once they
clicked on the link.”130 Academics were among the first users of the feature, often adding a
comment to contextualize something a newspaper reporter had quoted them as saying. Google,
however, ultimately abandoned the feature not long after.131
It should be noted that the feature was not originally intended for the purpose of combating
data erosion (i.e. outdated or irrelevant information). Originally, the goal was to test the hypothesis
that “a personal view can sometimes add a whole new dimension to [a] story”, explained Google
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software engineers Dan Meredith and Andy Golding132. Still, features like this one could be
helpful to contextualize and update information that may be outdated or inaccurate. For instance,
arrest records are made available to the public but they do not offer enough context on any
extenuating circumstances that might have arisen or even give further insight into whether the
individual was convicted of the crime following the arrest. If data subjects had the means to
contextualize the online information available about them, perhaps it would reduce some of the
demand for RTBF delinking. Of course contextualization would be a collaborate effort with
publishers to update webpage content accordingly, however, to maintain a credibility, the publisher
should do some fact checking before allowing contextualization by the data subject. Furthermore,
a system should be set up to put the burden of proof as to the veracity of the contextualized claims
onto the data subject. Additionally, defamation and privacy tort laws could prevent or remedy
instances of mistruth with the use of libel tort, or some semblance of the misappropriation tort or
even the “false light” tort. These factors should help prevent a sharp rise of false journalistic
content and publications which could occur with data subject contextualization.
If someone’s juvenile arrest record showed up in an online search, then a data subject could
lend more context to what happened after the arrest or pertaining to it, in order to remedy an
inaccuracy or misconceptions the search results might have created. This contextualization feature
could be added to search links on Google or as an option Publishers can offer data subjects directly
on the web page. There are certain instances in which an interjection from the data subject
regarding a particular instance may lessen the blow of information taken out of context. Whether
this interjection for data subjects is taken as true or not, it lends a hand in demonstrating how a
piece of information could be misrepresentative, or offers a plausible explanation for what went
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wrong. Alternatively, as with the case of a juvenile delinquent, they could lessen the negative
effects of some part of their criminal record, if they issue an apology either before or after the
information is presented.
As it is, not all data protection legislation is foolproof. Pompeu Fabra researchers asked 38
young European ex-offenders whether they thought their criminal record affected their
employment prospects. Most of these men indicated that they believed that employers would find
out about their prior conviction information in one way or another, mainly by friends and
acquaintances who recommended the ex-offender to the employer. A criminal conviction might
also be indicated by educational and vocational certificates obtained in prison.133 Thus, while
legislation to protect the privacy of convicts may be in place, some additional PR may be in order.
Ultimately, offering side notes are not 100% effective for fixing one’s reputation, especially if a
reader regards a side note with skepticism as to its veracity or simply because the side-note itself
could not overshadow the damage of the original information online; still, this additional
information does indicate that there is more to the story and should be taken with a grain of salt.
For instance, a reader would be prompted to do some fact checking or before making a decision of
character based on a juvenile record.
Information on the internet can be taken out of context in more than one way. Google
results can be seen as context in itself. Search results represent information the internet has
compiled about a user and based on search rankings, it also determines what information is most
important about that individual. Nearly 75% of users never scroll past the first page of search
results.134 That first page, however, may not be enough to adequately convey information about a
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person. Google and other search engines have not internalized just how significant that first page
of search results is to someone whose name has been queried.135 Nevertheless, companies like
Reputation.com (an online reputation rehabilitation service) have acknowledged the importance
of first page search results and they have capitalized on it. Such companies are an information
positive service; they could perhaps remove information when they can, but most of the time, sites
like reputation.com flood the first handful of pages about someone with positive information about
the data subject. It is a strategy called search engine optimization, which is a way to make sure the
positive sites rank higher. Today, Search Engine Optimization is a combination of including
relevant content on your web pages and getting other websites to link to those pages.136 This
method has a potential to add content to search results which in turn adds context; however, the
added content is not necessarily more accurate, relevant or valuable. Perhaps there should be a
feature to help data subjects control or rank first page information about themselves, rather than
allowing companies like Reputation.com to do it for them.
Nevertheless, the concept of contextualization does have its drawbacks. It does not
accommodate certain vital aspects of privacy, such as ‘the right to be let alone.”137 In fact, it’s
quite the opposite, contextualization forces data subjects to fill in the blanks regarding their
embarrassing or incriminating personal information in order to better control how they are
perceived online. While this alternative may not be akin to delinking or “being forgotten”, it does
remedy some of the issues associated with outdated, irrelevant or inaccurate information.
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Fortunately, there is an RTBF alternative that does offer some degree of seclusion to data
subjects, called data anonymization.138 This alternative already exists within the GDPR proposal
under Article 59: “the data subject's rights under this Regulation include[s] mechanisms to request
and, if applicable, obtain… access to and rectification or erasure of personal data and the exercise
of the right to object.”139
While free speech advocates may oppose extensive redactions to articles online, there are
certain cases in which anonymization or pseudonymization may be allowable. Such instances may
be possible if the individual is not the central subject matter of the post or if the data subject’s
identity is inconsequential to the original message or intent of the author. This form of
anonymization may be a practical solution for excessive or irrelevant personal information found
online. For instance, there may be a case in which a rape victim does not want to be reminded of
or connected to the crime committed against her; anonymization could be the answer to this
predicament. Most of the fundamental details of the crime will remain intact for the public’s
purview; however, the victim’s name may be redacted or replaced with a pseudonym. This does
not mean that all files containing information about the crime should undergo redaction; perhaps,
private police records may be kept intact for investigative purposes.
Nevertheless, there are instances in which redaction may not be an option, in which case,
making “information freshness” a priority for search engines and social media outlets could be the
best alternative.140 For example, Twitter does not show old search results. Typing in a popular
hashtag from years prior may only yield two or three search results and most of those results may
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be linked to a more recent hashtag or simply posted within the past couple of days. On the other
hand, Twitter displays all publicly available Tweets for a user if you select their profile page. All
publicly available Tweets are also collected by the Library of Congress, but are only accessible to
“known researchers.”141
“Freshness” is a search component that the internet users covet; therefore, search engines
and social media sites must change to accommodate those needs. Google is doing just that. “In
early November, 2011, Google announced that it would be making search results ‘fresher and more
recent’… the tailoring of search results to better account for fresh information where appropriate
displays the capabilities of search engines to account for the low value of old information.”142
Favoring the latest data on the web while making older data less readily available can significantly
reduce outdated, irrelevant and even excessive personal information online. Perhaps making this
feature a requirement for online social media outlets could reduce demands for RTBF delinking.
Additionally, there could be instances in which old information can be perceived as “fresh”
information if it is republished or published several years after the fact. If a person experiences
this situation, perhaps the aforementioned contextualization or anonymization remedy may help
maintain privacy rights.
Additionally, demands on possible online data controllers evolve with social norms. New
websites and app technologies are constantly being developed to meet the privacy needs of internet
users. For instance, tech developers are becoming more responsive to the public’s need for privacy
and they are profiting from it. Evan Spiegel, the co-founder of the app Snapchat said, “It seems
odd that at the beginning of the Internet everyone decided everything should stick around
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forever… I think our application makes communication a lot more human and natural.”143
Snapchat allows a user to take and send a picture or video and control how long it is visible by the
person who receives it, up to 10 seconds. Additionally, if a receiver takes a screenshot of any sent
data via Snapchat, the sender will always be notified.144 Currently, Snapchat works with consumers
to ensure that any circumvention of the screenshot notification feature is remedied in a timely
fashion. While it does not guarantee full control and protection of one’s data, this app has gained
extensive popularity for providing even this limited degree of power over one’s own personal
information. As danah boyd, a social media scholar and youth researcher, explains: “we have to
adapt our culture to the inevitable presence of modern technology... [p]eople, particularly younger
people, are going to come up with coping mechanisms. That’s going to be the shift...”145 The
younger generation is demanding ephemeral information and expiration dates on online data. If
tech companies continue to comply, it may make a singular and heavy-handed data controller like
Google, obsolete.
4Chan, a notorious chat forum. is also willing to meet the public’s demands on personal
data control. “This forum maintains content ephemerality with thread expiration. As new threads
are added, old ones get pushed down. The thread is removed permanently when it is pushed to the
bottom of the fifteenth page and retrieves a “Page Not Found” error when its URL is
entered. However, the thread is bumped back to the top when a user replies to [it].”146
These alternatives can be quite effective when applied in combination; however, there are
instances that contextualization, anonymization or expiration could not possibly resolve. For
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instance, there are certain websites that provide services contrary to RTBF objectives. Social
websites like Instagram and Facebook are comparable to a biographical account of a user’s
experiences. Thus, expiration times or anonymization may not be feasible solutions for these sites.
These solutions would be equally ineffective against determined publishers who refuse to remove
or redact certain personal information from their posts.
Furthermore, there are certain types of unprotected speech that the public has no right to
access. Such speech or information is slightly easier to define in comparison to the concept of
irrelevant information. Unprotected speech means speech that is subjected to regulations issued by
the government. Simply put, it is information that the public does not have a right to freely access,
such as defamatory statements about an individual, bank account information, hate speech or nude
photos. Such information may not be in the public’s interest to know. In contrast, irrelevant
information is harder to determine--it is a subjective concept which raises much debate in terms of
public interest and one’s right to access this information.
Burying unprotected speech behind several pages of search results may not be enough to
protect an individual’s reputation. But such information is not protected under free speech and is
not within the public’s right to access. Whether it’s biographical social media sites, unwavering
publishers or toxic information, judicial recourse may be the best option for controlling one’s
personal data.
There are laws in force against publically posting other people’s personal data such as
banking information or national identification numbers in the EU. Similarly, European countries
are passing legislation against other kinds of toxic data publication such as “revenge porn”. For
example, new laws were introduced in April of 2015 that made revenge porn illegal in England
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and Wales.147 Subsequently, there are many other data protection cases that could be solved
through legal intervention. For instance, in the case of a publisher who refuses to remove or redact
someone’s personal information upon the data subject’s request, the data subject may be able to
file a valid lawsuit under some legal tort, perhaps defamation, a false light privacy claim, or even
cyber bullying.
These lawsuits will directly address the issue by legally mandating the removal of the
personal data. However, most importantly legal action allows the data subject to seek punishment
for those who posted the information in the first place. A mere RTBF removal request does not
involve punishment of wrongdoers (i.e. revenge porn publishers or cyber-bullies), thus, it does not
deter others who may be determined to damage a person’s reputation. Using legal action for such
unique online data removal requests should be narrowly tailored to the point that it should not chill
free speech but severe enough to deter others from abusing internet public forums. Additionally,
these court cases could be made anonymous to prevent the dreaded Streisand effect.
All of these RTBF alternatives make use of search engines, publishers and courts as active
data controllers. This allows for several checks and balances amongst each other. The fears
regarding one’s right to access information can be assuaged once Google is not the only controller
of data online. Additionally, far more information could stay online with practical alternatives like
anonymization and contextualization. Permanent removal of information from the internet should
be done by the courts— based fairly on law and implemented transparently. Since most instances
of data removal can be solved with alternatives other than judicial intervention, the RTBF caseload
for legal suits should be relatively manageable. Above all, these RTBF alternatives keep free
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speech and public access to information intact, which makes them far better choices than relying
on existing right to be forgotten legislation.
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